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Abstract  

The SAE Aero Design series provides engineering students with the opportunity 

to face a real-life engineering challenge by designing an aircraft based on a set of 

requirements. This competition not only focuses on  technical  knowledge  in  the  

aeronautics  field,  but  also  emphasizes  in  interpersonal  communication, oral 

communication, and written skills by making a percentage of the score based in the 

design report and the oral presentation. Seventy- five university teams from different 

parts of the world will compete against each other putting their engineering, 

communication, and writing skills to the test. The competition will be held in Marietta, 

Georgia on April 11-13, 2014. The SAE Aero Design features three classes of competition; 

Regular, Advanced, and Micro. Our team will participate in the regular class. The 

objective of the regular class competition will be to design a remote controlled cargo 

aircraft and predict the aircraft’s payload capacity while complying with the 

requirements of the competition. 

 

 For the design of the aircraft, the team will conduct tradeoff studies on different 

design alternatives to select the best option based on cost, manufacturing time, loads, 

etc. To engage in current research  in aerodynamics and  to  create  a design  that  will  

have  global  acceptance,  we  will use  current technology available to design the aircraft. 

The team will use a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software to optimize the 

airplane’s design to obtain optimal lift and reduce drag. Experimental validation of 

obtained CFD analysis will be done by using wind tunnel testing. The team will also 

perform structural optimization using finite element analysis through software such as 

SolidWorks and ANSYS. Other testing concepts include a test stand to analyze thrust of 

different motor and propeller combinations [1]. Through the research performed in this 

project, we wish to obtain results that can be used in future design of aircrafts to 

optimize efficiency. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Problem Statement  

Annually, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) hosts the Aero Design 

Series where engineering students are faced with the opportunity to take part in a real-

life challenge by designing an aircraft based on set requirements. At this event our team 

will compete against university teams from different parts of the world such as Canada, 

Egypt, India, Brazil, Bangladesh, Poland and Mexico. The competition will be held in 

Marietta, Georgia on April 11-13, 2014. The SAE Aero Design features three classes of 

competition; Regular, Advanced, and Micro [1]. We will participate in the regular class.  

Based on the rules of the competition, each team is required to design a fully electric 

cargo airplane that will be able to complete a predetermined circuit carrying the 

predicted maximum payload while taking off and successfully landing within the 

specified parameters. The competition is divided into 3 phases as follows [1]:  

Phase 1: Technical report: Proposal describing the team’s requirement 

compliance.   

Phase 2:  Technical Presentation and Inspection.  

Phase 2A –  Payload  Loading Demonstration  (timed  event  during  Oral  

Presentation).   

Phase  2B  –  Payload  Unloading  Demonstration (timed event during Oral 

Presentation).  

Phase C – Oral Presentation.  

Phase 3: Flight Competition.  

1.2. Motivation  

The motivation behind this project is the aspiration to implement the theoretical 

knowledge acquired in different courses and put them to work in a real life scenario. The 

extensive research needed to design a successful aircraft will reinforce the concepts of 

aerodynamic, fluids mechanics, propulsion systems and mechanics of materials learned 

throughout our college experience. The development of a cost efficient, functional and 

unique design for our RC aircraft will be the final representation of the understanding of 

previously mentioned subjects. In addition, the passion the team members have towards 
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the aviation industry and the chance to represent Florida International University at a 

worldwide event motivates the team to be determined to excel in the competition. 

 

1.3 Literature Survey  

 Humanity’s fascination with the idea of flying dates to over two thousand years 

ago with early records of aviation [2]. Early attempts in aviation included kites hot air 

balloons and gliders. The 1800s involved several attempts at lighter than air aircrafts, 

including the first fully controllable free-flight. At the same time, innovators 

experimented with heavier that air aircrafts. Several inventions and experiments where 

performed that contributed to the goal of creating a functioning aircraft. In 1900s, the 

Wright brothers built and tested a series of kite and glider designs in the attempt to 

build a powered design. On December 17, 1903 after several failed attempts the Wright 

Brothers sustained the first flight by a powered and controlled aircraft. The first flight 

lasted about 12 seconds and spanned about 120 feet [3]. Figure 4 illustrates the Wright 

Flyer in flight in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. 

 

Figure 1 First Flight by a Powered and Controlled Aircraft [4] 

 Further inventions in aviation followed that event. The greatest advancement in 

aircraft technology was done during WWI and WWII. The need to be ahead in 

technology at war favored the development in the field. Several aircraft where created 

during this era to be used by fighter pilots [5]. 
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Figure 2 Me 262, world first operational jet fighter [6] 

 After the war was over, a great increase in commercial aviation was seen. Now 

days, the aviation industry has grown incredibly. Technology and innovation has allowed 

for people to travel from continent to continent and even to outer space.    

2. Project Formulation  

2.1. Overview 

 The SAE Aero Design competition is split up into 3 classes: Regular, Micro, and 

Open. It was decided to compete in the Regular class since it challenged us as engineers 

to test our knowledge. Each category sets parameters in regards to the size and 

dimensions of the aircraft, the weight, and power plant.  

 

2.2. Project Objectives  

The team’s objective is to work as a together to successfully design, test, and 

build a scale cargo-airplane within the competitions limits and technical requirements. 

This is all to improve our understanding and skills regarding engineering as a whole: we 

not only have to be concerned with the design of the plane but also with its economic 

and time counterparts.  

2.3. Design Specifications, Constraints and Other Considerations  

 To qualify to compete in the SAE Aero Design Series, your aircraft needs to 

comply with the requirements specified by the competition. Each class has their own 

requirements. The key requirements on which we will be designing our aircraft for the 

regular class are the following:  

• The aircraft cannot exceed 65lbs (including cargo). 

• Have a maximum combined length, width and height of 175 inches. 

• Become airborne with a takeoff distance up to 61 meters 
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• The aircraft must land within 122 meters of the landing zone. 

• Aircrafts with fixed wings only. 

• Fiber reinforced plastic is prohibited. No lead weights. No metal propellers or 

prop savers. No gyroscopic assist. 

• Commercially engine mount and propeller are available. 

• Aircraft must use a Single electric motor only. 

• Lithium polymer batteries only. 4000mah, 25C. 4 cell 14.8 volt. Use a 1000 power 

limiter 

• Payload and support, the weights must act as a homogeneous mass. 

• Must use a spinner or a rounded safety nut. Analysis and testing of servo sizing is 

a must.  

• Aircraft controls must not feature excessive slop. This leads to reduced 

controllability or control flutter in some cases.  

A complete description of the competition guidelines and requirements can be found on 

Appendix A. 

 

3. Design Alternatives  

3.1. Overview of Conceptual Designs Developed  

When designing an airplane, there are numerous alternatives relating to the 

design of the wings, empennage, and fuselage. The team will research the benefits and 

disadvantages of different airfoil shapes, tail designs, fuselage designs, and wing shape, 

size, and position. As well, ailerons and flaps are very important components of the wing 

that will be studied. Figure 3 illustrates the major components that make up an aircraft. 
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Figure 3 Aircraft major components [7] 

 

3.1.1. Wing Design Alternatives  

One of the biggest challenges of this competition is to create the most lift possible 

at the wings. Since the set requirements restrict the aircraft’s wingspan and motor 

power, the team needs carefully choose a wing design that will optimize the maximum 

load that the plane will carry. The team’s objective is to attain the maximum length of 

the airplane’s wingspan possible without compromising the control and stability of the 

airplane. To achieve this, we need to take into consideration the fact that the fuselage 

and the height of the airplane will be affected by this criterion as well as the 

maneuverability of the airplane. 

3.1.1.1 Wing Position 

As previously mentioned, there are numerous alternatives in the selection of the 

design of the airplane’s wings. One of the factors to take into consideration while 

designing is the position of the wings. Figure 4 reflects the possibilities of wing position. 
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Figure 4 Wing Position Alternatives [8] 

 
The team will emphasize on three wing position alternatives which will function 

best based on our requirements; low wing, mid wing and high wing.  

 Low Wing: Since the competition requires the airplane to have the payload inserted 

from the top and readily available to be inspected by judges, our first approach was 

to select the bottom wing in order to simplify the design. The main advantage for this 

wing position selection is the construction of the wing and the mounting of the 

landing gear. Since the structure of the wing could be manufactured as one piece, its 

strength would be perfect to withstand the weight of the fuselage and payload 

located above it.  

A disadvantage of this choice is the fact that the center of gravity of the plane would 

be above the wings making it the least stable design choice. Moreover, based on 

research of previous competitions, many airplanes undergo great wind gusts that 

shake the plane making it very hard to land and in many cases the low clearance 

between the wing and the floor were a decisive factor between a good landing and a 

crash. The low clearance wings have a greater risk of scraping the floor when landing. 

A solution to this problem would be to raise the airplane by making a landing gear 

higher, but this has an impact on the total height of the plane. 

 Mid Wing: A mid wing design allows us to have the same loading capabilities as the 

bottom wing while giving us more clearance between the tip of the wings and the 

floor. When it comes to stability, the mid wing provides good stability and 

maneuverability in cargo planes. In this configuration, we can work with the position 

of the payload to find a center of gravity as close as possible between the wings. This 
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type of wing and center of gravity configuration is the most desired in the case of 

aerobatic airplanes which generally implement a symmetric type airfoil. For our 

purposes, we are not required to do any acrobatics while flying and even though it is 

a nice capability to have, we do not necessarily need it. The major disadvantage of 

this type of wing is the fact that it needs to be constructed in in two parts and 

attached to the side of the fuselage. In order to withstand the bending moment and 

shear stresses at the root of the wing associated with this design, we have to make 

the wing and fuselage stronger at these points and as a result we will be using more 

material and more weight would be added to the plane. 

 High wing: The last wing position possibility is above the fuselage. We tried to avoid 

this particular configuration since at the time of loading and unloading the payload 

we need direct access to the cargo compartment straight from the top of the plane. 

The high wing position provides a number of advantages to the design that cannot be 

underestimated. This type of wing will offer the most stability during flight since the 

center of gravity will be directly underneath the wings. Even though this 

configuration does not provide as much maneuverability, we are not required a 

difficult course of flight. The competition rules require taking off and landing in the 

same direction and the same runway, making the course a simple circular path. The 

high wing will give us the most clearance with the floor reducing the risk of touching 

the ground with the wing when landing. As far as the fabrication of this wing, it 

would be ideal to make it in one piece. To make this option feasible, a quick way to 

load the payload will have to be deliberated. 

 

3.1.1.2 Wing Shape: 

When it comes to wing shapes, there are numerous types of shapes and each one 

of them has its advantages and disadvantages. Figure 5 illustrates some wing shape 

possibilities. We will only concentrate in the shapes that are more suitable for our 

requirements while remaining simple at the time of construction. The tree types of 

shapes chosen are elliptical, tapered and rectangular wings. 
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Figure 5 Wing Shape Alternatives [9] 

 Elliptical: This is the ideal subsonic departure point since it offers a minimum of 

induced drag for a given aspect ratio. An aspect ratio refers to the ratio of wing span 

to wing chord. The major disadvantage with this type of wing is the difficulty of its 

construction. Similarly, the stall characteristics of this wing are inferior to those of 

the tapered and rectangular wings. 

 Tapered: Even though a tapered shape is not as aerodynamically efficient as the 

elliptical, it is one of the most desired shapes when it comes to weight and stiffness. 

In order to achieve the aerodynamic capabilities of an elliptical shape, tapered wings 

are customized through a variation of airfoils and wing twist until they produce a 

wing lift distribution as close as possible to the elliptical. 

 Rectangular: This shape is the easiest to design and build, but also the least efficient 

of the three. A simple rectangular shape as it comes would create more drag than the 

two previous options. Even though in theory this is the easiest option to construct; 

for an optimum lift distribution adjustments to the airfoil profile and wing twist are 

required, making it a challenge design. 

3.1.1.3 Ailerons and flaps 

Ailerons are located on the outer most part of the wing and they are used to roll 

the aircraft. Figure 6 illustrates the components in a wing. Flaps are mounted on the 

trailing edge of the wing; they are bigger than ailerons and are located closer to the 

fuselage. Flaps help on increasing the angle of curvature of the airfoil and as a 
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consequence increasing lift coefficient and drag, reducing the distance necessary to take 

off and land. This part of the design in directly related to the wing shape and needs to be 

determined once the selection is done. In the same manner as the wing construction, the 

ailerons and flaps are easier to design in the case of the rectangular and tapered wings 

than it is in the elliptical case. 

 
Figure 6 Wing Components [10] 

 

3.1.2. Airfoil  

The shape of the airfoil selected determines the drag and lift the aircraft will 

experience. It is crucial to select a shape that will optimize our design. Figure 7 

illustrates common shapes of airfoils. 

 
Figure 7 Airfoil Shapes [11] 
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 Flat bottom: After reviewing different sources, we realized that for our particular 

case this shape will be of poor performance since it does not provide as much lift 

as the other two candidates. After consulting with experienced pilots, the most 

common answer was that the behavior of the plane was erratic with this type of 

airfoil and it could lead to a crash if it was attempted to flight by a non-

professional pilot.  

 Symmetrical: This type of airfoil will provide lift and very good handling of the 

plane. This type of airfoil will generate lift based on the angle of attack of the 

wing. A symmetrical airfoil is the most desired case on aerobatic airplanes since it 

would behave in the same manner with the airplane ion the inverted position.   

 Cambered: In contrast to a symmetrical airfoil, a cambered shape can produce lift 

at zero angle of attack. It provides the maximum lift coefficient and it reduces the 

stalling speed, meaning we can still flight at low speeds compared to symmetrical 

and flat bottom airfoils. This is the best choice for our purposes since we do not 

have a time limit to flight or perform aerobatics. Figure 8 Pressure Vectors and 

Flow Over a Camber Section illustrates the characteristics of the airfoil. 

 
Figure 8 Pressure Vectors and Flow Over a Camber Section [12] 
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3.1.3. Fuselage  

The fuselage is the main body of the aircraft, since it supports the empennage as 

well as the attachment of the power plant, landing gear and wings. There are three 

distinct parts of the fuselage nose, center, and rear. These will carry different loads 

depending on the purpose of the aircraft. However, the center section is generally always 

the largest and strongest of all three. This is due to the lift generated by the wings of the 

aircraft while in flight, which is transmitted using the center section to carry the 

complete airframe. The design of the aircraft is considered to be that of a cargo aircraft, 

with a truss fuselage and tapered nose and tail sections. 

3.1.3.1 Battery (Payload bay)/Compartment 

In normal aircrafts, the fuselage houses the passengers and the cargo. For this 

competition the fuselage will house only the payload area, this consists of the payload 

and payload support. A closed payload bay is required, with a volume dimension of 

4x4x10 inches +1/8,-0. The payload bay has to have four sides, including bottom and top, 

and the aircraft must be able to take flight with or without the payload included. The 

payload support must also be made removable and the weights must remain fixed and as 

a homogeneous mass during and after flight. 

 

3.1.3.2 Fuselage stresses 

 Different stresses exist when the aircraft is on flight, and these stresses can act 

isolated or combined in a single part of the aircraft design.  Figure 9 illustrates the forces 

acting on the fuselage that cause stresses. 

 Tension and compression: These stresses are forces that push and pull the struts 

of the aircraft. 

 Bending: are stresses that influence the interior structural members such as the 

wings spars while the aircraft is in flight; they apply tension in the lower side of 

the spar and compression in the top of it.  

 Shear: stresses also exist in the aircraft; they are caused when forces push one 

another in a parallel displacement, and for instance when pieces of metal are 

being slide over the other. In aircrafts rivets and bolts carry shear.   
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 Torsion: stresses are also present in the aircraft, for instance when the engine 

exerts a force on the turbine axis or the crankshaft 

 

Figure 9 Forces Acting on Aircraft 

 

3.1.4. Empennage  

The empennage is the entire tail group which consisting of the vertical stabilizer, 

the horizontal stabilizer, rudder, and the elevator. Figure 10 illustrates the components 

mentioned. The tail of the airplane provides lift, stability and control. The tail is not 

design to create lift as the wing does; it is only intended to generate moment about the 

center of gravity of the plane in order to provide stability. The horizontal tail generates 

moment and the vertical tail yawing moment. The horizontal tail includes the elevators 

and the vertical tail the rudder. Just as wing shapes, there are several options available 

for the design. The shapes that we will take into consideration for our design are the 

conventional, T-tail, and H-tail configurations. Each one of them will offer advantages 

and disadvantages. 
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Figure 10 Empennage Components [13] 

 

 Conventional: Is the most widely used in commercial aircrafts and it provides 

sufficient lift and stability with the benefit of light weight. Since the horizontal 

and vertical parts of the tail are attached to the fuselage it makes them 

structurally simple and light. 

 

 

Figure 11 Conventional Tail Design [14] 

   

 T-tail: This tail is heavier than the conventional tail due to the stronger vertical 

tail necessary to support the horizontal tail weight and lifting forces. Since the 

horizontal tail is above the wing it is more aerodynamically efficient and a 

therefore its size can be reduced. 
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.  

Figure 12 T-Tail Design [14] 

 

 H-tail: Is primary used to place the vertical tail in undisturbed air, allowing the 

rudders to be more effective and as a consequence they can be reduced in size. 

This type of tale is heavier than the conventional but it will allow a smaller 

vertical tail which could give us more room to expand our wingspan. This design 

is more effective than a same height conventional tail. 

 

  
Figure 13 H-Tail Design [14] 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Design Alternatives  

3.2.1 Design Alternative A 

Table 1 Design Alternative A Specifications 

Wing Position Wing Shape Empennage 

Low Wing Elliptical Wing Conventional Tail 
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Figure 14 Design Alternative A 

The benefits to this design alternative are a low induced drag due to the elliptical 

shaped wing configuration, accessibility in the payload compartment due to the low 

wing configuration, and sufficient lift and stability due to the conventional tail design. 

Disadvantages to this alternative include difficulty in the construction of the elliptical 

wing design, less stable design due to low wing configuration, and low clearance 

between wing and floor. 

3.2.2 Design Alternative B 

Table 2 Design Alternative B Specifications 

Wing Position Wing Shape Empennage 

High Wing Tapered Wing Conventional Tail 

 

 
Figure 15 Design Alternative B 

This design alternative will not be as efficient as the elliptical shaped wing but by 

customizing the airfoil we can achieve a distribution similar to the elliptical 
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configuration. The high wing design will give the aircraft the desired stability and 

clearance. A disadvantage to this alternative is the limited access to the payload 

compartment. 

 

3.2.3 Design Alternative C 

Table 3 Design Alternative C Specifications 

Wing Position Wing Shape Empennage 

High Wing Tapered Wing H-Tail 

 

 
Figure 16 Design Alternative C 

As the previous alternative, this design will give the aircraft the desired stability 

and clearance. Additionally, the T-Tail will be more efficient than the conventional tail.  

Disadvantages to this alternative are the limited access to the payload compartment and 

added weight due to the T-tail configuration. 

 

3.3. Feasibility Assessment  

In order to select an optimal design alternative for our airplane, the previous 

options where analyzed based on desired characteristics such as stability, construction, 

lift, and efficiency.  
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Figure 17 Feasibility Assessment 

Based on the results alternative B and C will have similar desired characteristics. 

Further selection will be decided based on material cost. 

3.4. Proposed Design  

One challenging part of our design is the stress analysis in the structure. Since 

most of the lift force is applied at the wings, considering the tail also provides lift, it 

makes them a very crucial part of the structure. For the construction of the wing we are 

considering a mixture of wood, metal and plastic. Based on the weight and cost of these 

materials we have to make the best selection possible for our airplane. 

For the construction of the wing ribs we are considering balsa wood since it is 

light, cheap and easy to work on. Likewise, in order to add more strength and rigidity to 

the structure we are planning to add an internal transversal support made out of metal. 

The selection of this transversal support will be made between aluminum, steel and 

titanium rods or I beam shapes depending on the availability, dimensions and cost of the 

material. Moreover, the final layer of the wing will be covered with a plastic film that 

would perfectly shape the airfoil perimeter providing a smooth finish.  

Based on the research and description of the different combinations described 

above we have a basic idea of how the wings should look like. As a first approach, a 

cambered airfoil with high lift coefficient will be considered. The wing position proposed 

is the high wing since it will provide us with the most stability and safe landing as a 

0
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consequence of lower center of gravity and wing clearance with the floor respectively. 

For the top loading constrain we are considering making the wing as a one piece 

structure that could be tilt with a hinge and latch mechanism in order to provide access 

to the cargo bay.  

As far as wing shape the most appealing design is the tapered. It will offer a good 

wing lift distribution while maintaining the construction of the wing, flaps and ailerons 

simple. As previously mentioned, the structure would be a one piece wing over the top of 

the fuselage and it would be made out of balsa wood, internal metal supports and a 

plastic film cover. Once the wings and fuselage design have been decided we will 

concentrate in the tail section of the plane, for which we propose either a conventional or 

H-tail. As mentioned, the conventional tail serves its purpose and it is light weight, while 

the H-type tail is heavier but its shorter vertical stabilizer will allow us to expand even 

more our wingspan.    

 

4. Project Management  

4.1. Overview  

Behind a successful project is good project management. In order for the team to 

achieve a successful design, the team will be challenged to comply with the competition 

requirements, time, quality and budget. Through project management we will be able to 

organize tasks to the team efficiently to meet project deadlines, maintain a desired 

budget, and monitor and control the development of the aircraft. 

4.2. Breakdown of Work into Specific Tasks 

This development of the aircraft will consist of three phases; design, manufacture, 

and validation & testing. For the design phase, the design of the airplane will broke 

down into three main components; structure, propulsion, and electrical. The design of 

the airplane will be distributed between the members based on the components 

required. Some components such as wing selection require more than one team member 

to assist in the design process. 

Once the design phase is completed we will begin the construction of the 

airplane. This will be distributed between the team members based on the skill they feel 

more comfortable with. 
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Throughout the development of the aircraft, testing will be performed to the 

parts designed to evaluate whether their characteristics meet the desired results. For this 

we will use finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamic analysis, wind tunnel 

testing, and bench testing. 

  

4.3. Breakdown of Responsibilities among Team Members 

 The responsibilities on each member where distributed taking into consideration 

their expertise in the area.  Table 4 represents the division of responsibilities among the 

team members. The task assigned to each member will make that student the leader in 

the specified task. Nevertheless, team members will assist each other in all aspects of the 

project.   

Table 4 Division on Workload 

Task 
Designated 

Member 

Research All members 
Fuselage Design Fred Al-Abdala 
Wing Selection Luis Vallejos 

Empennage Design Claudia Eyzaguirre 
Design Analysis Claudia Eyzaguirre 
Bench Testing Fred Al-Abdala 

Wind Tunnel Test Luis Vallejos 
Construction All members 

 

4.4. Organization of Work and Timeline  

 

 

Figure 18 Project Timeline 
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5. Analytical Analysis 

5.1.1 Kinematics Analysis 

Using the laws of kinematics we will guarantee the performance of our aircraft. 

Our main concern is having enough lift to be able to induce flight. Knowing the take-off 

distance limit for our competition and the kinematic equations for linear motion all we 

need is the information of the coefficients of the wings aerodynamics. These properties 

will be obtained using wind tunnel testing once the construction of the plane begins.  

To induce flight the aircraft needs to be able to produce enough thrust force to 

achieve the necessary lift.  

From kinematics: 

∑ 𝐹 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑎 

𝑎 =
∑ 𝐹

𝑚
 

Where: 

∑ 𝐹 = 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠  

𝑎 = 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

 𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡  

∑ 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡) − 𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 

Knowing acceleration, we can use kinematics to find velocity as follows: 

𝑉2 = 𝑉𝑂
2 + 2 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ ∆𝑥 

Where: 

𝑉2 = 𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦  

𝑉𝑂 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 0  

 ∆𝑥 = 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 
Solving for the acceleration: 

𝑎 =
𝑉2

2 ∗ ∆𝑥
 

Substituting back into the acceleration equation: 

𝑉2

2 ∗ ∆𝑥
=

∑ 𝐹

𝑚
 

This means that the minimum truss force needed for lift is equal to: 

 

𝑉2

2 ∗ ∆𝑥
∗ 𝑚 + 𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 = ∑ 𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡) 
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All of these unknowns need to be specified in order to solve for the minimum 

motor thrust. We know that the force of friction is produced between the tires of the 

aircraft and the takeoff pavement. This means that we approximate the friction 

coefficient; we also know that the drag force can be calculated from wind tunnel testing 

and it is dependent on the takeoff velocity and the aircraft configuration.   

After the building phase and wind tunnel testing, we will know the mass of the 

wings, payload, and aircraft’s fuselage (including components). Wind tunnel testing will 

yield the data of lift force produced vs. wind speed, as well as the drag force produced at 

that wind speed for the specified wing configuration.  

5.2 Wings 

 The wings of the aircraft are an essential component to the performance of the 

plane. Hence, an analysis of the forces that exists along the wing and in the body of the 

aircraft is of great relevance. In order to determine the forces that exist on the wings 

when attached to the fuselage, we threat this case as a simple cantilever beam that 

experiences a distributed load along its length. This load is the lifting force.  

 

Figure 19 Loading on beam 

From the diagram above, we can calculate the shear and bending moment 

diagrams that the wings experience along its entire length. To obtain the necessary 

forces at any point in the beam, we pick a section and cut the beam at an arbitrary point 

we will call C. this point C must be between point A and B. we must then replace the 

distributed load and include the resultant force. This resultant force is equal to the load 

times half of the beam’s length. In this new section, the beam will experience a moment 

and a shear force, which are represented in the free body diagram. 
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The new free body diagram is as follows: 

 

Figure 20 Moment calculation 

To calculate the free body diagram, both the shear force and moment must be defined. 

Using the laws of Kinematics: 

∑ 𝐹𝑌 = 0; 

𝜔 ∗ 𝑥 − 𝑉 = 0 

𝑉 =  𝜔 ∗ 𝑥 

Where: 

𝑉 = 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 

𝜔 = 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 

𝑥 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚′𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒. 

𝑀 = 𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

Known for the Moment at arbitrary point C: 

∑ 𝑀𝑐 = 0; 

𝜔 ∗ 𝑥 ∗
𝑥

2
− 𝑀 = 0 

𝑀 = 0.5 ∗ 𝜔 ∗ 𝑋2 

 As expected, maximum shear and moment values occur at the point where the 

wing is attached to the fuselage and at the center point of both wings. This is due to the 

payload weight adding to the lift force of the aircraft. We took this condition in 
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consideration when designing our fuselage; this is why the fuselage we design has 

additional truss supports in the payload cargo to sustain these peak forces in the aircraft. 

The main goal is to avoid breaking the wings attachment to the fuselage during flight or 

take off.  One of the options we have, is to reduce the wing’s length (Span). Thus, 

reducing the total lift force, and stress on the wing saddle.  

 

 

Figure 21 Tapered wing ratio 

 

 For the design of the wing we will use a tapered design to obtain higher stability 

as well as lift. Figure 21 shows the calculations needed to find the tapered wing ration. 

We will use 45% for the ratio since it will be as efficient as using an elliptical shape 

wing. The airfoil selected for the design will be the FX 74-Cl5-140 MOD based on 

research made on airfoils for heavy lift cargo planes [15]. 

 

5.2 Fuselage 

 It is important to try to make the surface of the airplane as rounded as 

possible or on the contrary it will experience separation drag. Aircraft structural 

members are designed to carry loads, and every square inch of every component must be 

considered in relation to the physical properties of the material of which it’s made. Five 

mayor stresses contribute to the aircraft analysis; these are tension, compression, torsion, 
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shear and bending. For our design we are placing the heaviest structural members at 

intervals were concentrated loads exists, and at points where other elements such as 

stabilizers and the wings attach.  

 

 For our design we are building a warren truss fuselage. They are the second best 

fuselages possible when flying scale aircrafts. Truss fuselages can manage tension and 

compression loads, they are light and are usually riveted or bolted into one piece. Usually 

trusses are made of balsa wood or aluminum. Another reason of why we chose truss 

fuselage is due to their high strength to weight ratio and extreme rigidity.  

In this design, compound trusses are used. Compound trusses are constructed by 

connecting two or more simple trusses to form a single rigid body. A simple truss is 

composed of three members that form a triangle.  

When analyzing trusses, it is assumed that the centroid axis of each member 

coincides with the line that connects the center of the adjacent members. It is also 

assumed that members carry only axial force and that they are connected by frictionless 

hinges. In the same manner, all loads and support reactions are applied at joints only.  

 

Figure 22 Warren Truss 

For our design deviations occur, since not only axial forces exist, but also shear 

and bending forces. And thus the truss is analyzed as a frame. When dealing with truss, 

zero force members need to be defined in order to cut down the number of unknowns 

when solving the equations. A zero force member is found when two members that are 
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connected to a joint have no external loads or reactions applied to it. Or when three 

members are connected to a joint, from which two are collinear, and the joint has no 

support or external loads. To test for failure in each member in the fuselage, two methods 

can be used to determine the forces of the members. These methods are the method of 

joints, and the method of sections which will be used to determine the tension and 

compression loads at each element in the truss frame. 

Trusses can also fail by buckling, which is given by the formula: 

𝑃𝑐𝑟 =
𝜋2 ∗ 𝐸𝐼

(𝑘 ∗ 𝐿)2
 

Where  

𝑃𝑐𝑟 Buckling force. 

K=effective length factor (it is equal to one for ideal truss).  

𝐸 = 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠  

𝐼 = 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎  

  

6. Major Components 

 

Figure 23 Product Hierarchy 
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 The airplane is broken down into two main systems, mechanical and electrical. 

Figure 23 illustrates the major component of each system. Components that will be 

designed and optimized include the fuselage, wings, and empennage. The electrical 

components along with the propulsion system for the aircraft will be purchased from 

available suppliers. The team will place emphasis on the design and optimization of the 

wings, fuselage, and empennage to attain high lift capacity. 

7. Structural Design 

7.1 Wings 

 The structure on the wing will be constructed using Balsa wood to make the 

structure light allowing for more payload to be lifted. The team will analyze through 

simulations whether to keep the wing as one piece or divide it into two components. 

Leaving the wing as one piece will give more support and less reinforcement will be 

needed to support the structure. A drawback to this option will be limited access to the 

payload area. Since the competition requirements specify that the payload needs to be 

loaded through the top of the aircraft, having a one piece wing might become 

inconvenient.  

 

Figure 24 Structure of Wings and Fuselage 
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Figure 25 Wing Structure 

The structure of the wing will be optimized using SolidWorks’s finite element analysis 

to decrease the number of ribs needed in the structure and so reducing weight and 

material costs. Figure 27 illustrates the mid-section of the wing and the selected airfoil. 

 

Figure 26 Top view of wing 

 

 

Figure 27 Section cut of wing 
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7.2 Fuselage 

 Similar to the wings, the fuselage structure will be analyzed using SolidWorks to 

determine reliability in the structure, as well as, optimizing the fuselage to reduce cost. 

 

Figure 28 Fuselage Structure 

 

Figure 29 Front view of fuselage 

 

 

Figure 30 Fuselage top view 
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7.3 Empennage 

 For the empennage the team selected an H-tail design. This shape will give the 

aircraft the stability it requires and at the same time it will help to obtain a higher wing 

span since the vertical stabilizer does not need to be as tall to be efficient. A NACA 009 

airfoil was selected at the tail to provide stability. 

 

Figure 31 Empennage design 

8. Cost Analysis 

 An important aspect of every project is to maintain low costs. This can be 

accomplished by optimizing a design, researching suppliers for competitive prices and 

being efficient as an engineer by using time accordingly. Table 5 represent the estimated 

total cost for this project. The team will apply with FIU to obtain funding for trip 

expenses, as well as, contacting airlines to obtain better fares. Human hours are 

calculated with an average engineer salary of $25/hour. This total reflects the hours spent 

on the project as of November 24th, 2013, this amount will increase as the project 

progresses. 
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Table 5 Cost Analysis 

 Cost 

Competition 
Registration 

$700 

Prototype $2345.60 
Human hours  

104 hours 
$2600 

Plane tickets & 
lodging 

$984 

 

9. Prototype System Description 

 There are two design options the team is considering. One of them includes the 

use of a ducted fan propeller. This design is to be analyzed using CFD to obtain 

aerodynamic properties. The following figures illustrate the design the team is 

considering.  

 

 

Figure 32 Design alternative 1 
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Figure 33 Design alternative 2 

 

10. Prototype Cost Analysis 

 A main factor in our design is to keep the prototype cost low. This is 

accomplished by reducing the material needed in the design. The prototype cost analysis 

estimated in this section is for the current design which does not include optimization. 

The team’s goal is to reduce costs through design and structural optimization. 

 

Table 6 Prototype Cost Analysis 

Component Cost 

Radio Control $409.85 

Electric Motor $405.00 

Batteries $485.00 

Servo Motors $365.75 

Landing Gear $180.00 

Raw Materials $500.00 

Total: $2345.60 

 

11. Tests on Prototype 

 To optimize the prototype design, computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis 

will be performed on the entire aircraft with the purpose of reducing drag and increasing 

lift capacity. Once a desired design has been obtained, the result will be tested trough 

wind tunnel testing to obtain experimental data to compare to the CFD analysis results. 

Following the prototype design, the team will perform structural optimization using 
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SolidWorks and ANSYS to analyze options to strengthen the aircrafts structure while 

reducing cost. 

12. Conclusion  

10.1. Conclusion and Discussion  

The team continues to gather information necessary to achieve a successful design. It is 

understood the importance to meet deadlines, therefore the team is dedicated to comply 

with the timeline proposed. The research done has contributed to the selection on a 

preliminary design. Further understanding of the airplane’s components along with the 

benefits and disadvantages of available wing, fuselage, and empennage configurations 

was achieved through research. The design of the aircraft will be done taking into 

consideration the competition requirement while designing with the purpose to lift as 

much load as possible. 

10.2. Future Work  

The team will work on optimizing the lift and stability of the aircraft through CFD 

analysis. Testing and analysis of the design will be performed during the design process 

to make any necessary changes to the design prior to the construction phase. Research 

will be performed to analyze the use of retractable flaps, micro vortex generators, and a 

ducted fan propeller. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A: Competition Rules 
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